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INTRODUCTION
Monitoring, checking and evaluation of develop-

ment of morphological characteristics are one of the 
most significant tasks of not only health institutions, but 
educational, either. The primary point for this approach 
has been a Theory on Integral Human Development. A 
human’s personality means a complex connection of 
physical and psychological characteristics, and it “rep-
resents more than a sum of their parts”. Sudden changes 
in technique and technology give a hint to a necessity in 
adaptions in a teaching process even in Phsycial Educa-
tion, where we expect a lot more after having applied 
educational standards for the end of primary school edu-
cation. Having applied educational standards that mean 
abilities in skills, knowledge on physical exercising, 
evaluation of physical exercising, we shall accomplish 
data on quality and development effect of morphologi-
cal characteristics that represent success in a further pro-
gress and doing in sport and Physical  Education.

Appreciating the values for normal development 
and health of students in schools, the tasks have been 
placed to inform the youth how it is possible to keep 

their health. Through Physical Education, it has been 
contributed far more than other teaching subjects to de-
velopment of an organism, patriotism, internationalism 
and other positive human characteristics.  

Through activities, a lot of higher possibilities have 
been offered rather than a regular teaching, they empha-
sise a higher independence in work and management, 
and there is a higher possibility to connect closer theory 
with practice.

Evaluation and accomplishments, as equally signifi-
cant components, represent a consistent part of the entire 
educational-upbringing work, since there is feedback in-
formation on one dynamic area of a teaching process. 
By checking, a professor systematically informs what 
and how a student has accomplished in a curricula, ac-
complished one’s general and specific aims of Physical 
Education overcoming from it, what are the one’s errors 
and misses, what is the level of accomplished results and 
what is work productivity in general, and also what are 
the objective possibilities for further work.   

By evaluation, a real condition has been revealed, 
i.e. the success of Physical Education process of a stu-
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dent, and a real record on it has been also filed, and thus, 
evaluation secures indicators on outcomes in education-
al-upbringing process. Physical Education is the only ed-
ucational-upbringing area where a diagnose of a current 
condition can be performed and respect towards gender 
differences. Work record in Physical Education in spe-
cial students’ record books should contain clear observa-
tions of a professor on work organisation, (where and 
what are organisational forms of work, Physical Educa-
tion class, and other activities), method use and means in 
Physical Education and accomplished results.  

Numerous scientific researches emphasise onto 
the significance of Physical Education towards devel-
opment of those abilities that represent a basic cell for 
more qualitative living, not being detailed on genesis on 
further development ways. We especially emphasise that 
the analyse of values and checking, allows a real insight 
into students’ results, we reconsider their values, devel-
opment and progress, and girl students see their own val-
ues of morphological characteristics. 

A modern educational approach to checking, moni-
toring and valuation of students’ accomplishments has 
been formed through standards being applied by numer-
ous European states, and in this way, it has been allowed 
that educational work could be more efficient and more 
qualitative, and evaluation of results could be more ob-
jective and reliable. The issue with different criteria of 
marking cannot be solved without adaption of standards 
on students’ accomplishments. If the criteria are clearly 
and precisely defined, as it is the case with educational 
standards, a professor can easily implement the ones. 
Therefore, the objectivity of everyday school marking 
has been increased, and mark comparison, and this lev-
els the chances of students into the next level of their 
schooling.

METHODS 
A modern educational-upbringing approach de-

mands for Physical Education to be reconsidered as a 
process that prepares youth for life, able them for a line 
of obligations expecting an individual in life, so as to 
gain more qualitative way of living. A full life sense of 
Physical Education in educational part is being reflected 
in students’ ability in their sport-technical view and cer-
tain skills, development of awareness of the needs of a 
direct body movement-exercising, and also on having a 
correct relation towards this teaching area that exceeds 
the frame of this teaching subject. From these reasons, 
there is a constant need for studying of theoretical and 
empirical concept of value orientations reconsidered 
through students’ accomplishments. Starting from these 
views, the subject of this research is studying of value 
accomplishments of students of final grades of their pri-
mary school education towards educational standards 
for Physical Education teaching related to their morpho-
logical characteristics.   Based on the research subject, 
the aim is to analyse and confirm the real condition in 
the area of accomplishment valuation, and to improve 
educational process of students of final grades of their 

primary schooling towards Physical Education and other 
specifics of this teaching subject, and also to confirm the 
results of morphological characteristics. 
Based on the research problem, defined subject and 
confirmed research aim, the following task of this pa-
per shall be related to confirmation of anthropometric 
characteristics of the examinees and confirmation of dif-
ferences among examinees’ groups. 
Regarding the research hypothesis, the main hypothesis 
has been set:

H01 There is no  statistically significant difference 
among examinees’ groups related to their anthropomet-
ric characteristics, both in subsample of boy students 
and girl students. 

Starting from the specifics of the issue being re-
searched, the methods of theoretical  analyses have been 
used. The measuring has been conducted at schools 
(labs), whose sample has been made of the examinees. 
Firstly, the basic statistical parameters have been calcu-
lated, and then central dispersive parameters. 

The examinees’ grouping per level of their specifics 
has been performed by a cluster analyse. Determining of 
differences among girls shall be performed by a multi 
variant analyse (MANOVA) and discriminative analyse. 
Determining of individual differences among certain 
features of a group has been performed by a uni-variant 
analyse of variants (ANOVA). 

The examinees’ sample from this research has been 
taken from the population of students of VIII grade of 
primary schools. 
The sample includes 120 examinees of VIII grade of the 
entire number of 6 schools in Novi Pazar. The sample 
has been made of school girls. The subsample of schools 
girls includes 120 examinees divided into two groups 
by a cluster analyse, and thus, the first group makes 55 
school girls and the second one 65. 

The variables for evaluation of anthropometric char-
acteristics make a set of seven anthropometric meas-
ures: a body mass (ATEŽT),a body height (AVIST9, 
a circumference of the thorax(AOGRK), a thigh 
circumference(AONKT),a lower leg circumference 
(AOPKT), abdominal skinfold (ANTRB) and a thigh 
skinfold (ANNAD).

The applied sample model of anthropometric char-
acteristics for evaluation of morphological characteris-
tics has been used based on the recommendation of the 
International Biological Programme.

To secure regularity and research performance with 
no difficulties, there has been schools’ agreement and 
school administration agreement in Novi Pazar and 
Physical Education professor agreement for realisation 
of this research that has been performed with active au-
thors’ participation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Within this subsample of school girls, groups have 

been formed based on their motoric tests and anthropo-
metric characteristics. This has been done since the de-
mands in educational standards are the same and school 
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girls are of different abilities, body construction and oth-
er characteristics, and these need to be respected during 
establishment of demands. 

Having the insight into Table 1, where central and 
dispersion parameter of anthropometric variables have 
been presented, it has been called “a better group” 1. 
Here, it can be noticed that the average values are the 
usual values for this age, and also, the variant coefficient 
is from3% to 13%related to most variables, while the 
variant coefficients for evaluation of adipose tissue is 
higher and it is in a scope from 22% to 29%.

These results are usual having in mind that subcuta-
neous adipose tissue, besides its genetic condition, is in 
a great part under the influence of a movement regime 
and food, especially when related to abdominal skinfold. 

The increased Skjunis values(sk)emphasise that dis-
tribution is negatively asymmetric, and it means that a 
distribution curve of results is towards higher values, i.e. 
there are more higher values compared to a normal dis-
tribution within: a body mass  (ATEZT) (1.83), middle 
circumference of thorax (AOGRK) (1.14),a thigh cir-
cumference (AONTK) (1.44),a lower leg circumference  
(AOPTK) (.94), abdominal skinfold (ANTRB) (.08), a 
thigh skinfold (ANNAT) (.19). 

The reduced Skjunisvalues(sk)emphasise that dis-
tribution is positively asymmetric, and it means that a 
distribution curve of results is towards smaller values, 

i.e. there are more smaller values compared to a normal 
distribution within: a body weight (AVIST) (-.30). 

The higher Kurtozisvalues (ku) emphasise that the 
curve is extended within: a body mass (ATEZT) (4.67), 
middle circumference of thorax (AOGRK) (1.98),a 
thigh circumference (AONTK) (1.66), a lower leg cir-
cumference (AOPTK) (.67). 

The negative Kurtozisvalues (ku) emphasise that 
the curve is flattened within: a body height (AVIST) 
(-.70), abdominal skinfold (ANTRB) (-1.12),a thigh 
skinfold (ANNAT) (-.79). The distribution of values is 
mostly within a normal distribution (p)within: a body 
mass (ATEZT) (.25), a body height (AVIST) (.92), mid-
dle circumference of thorax (AOGRK) (.20), a lower 
leg circumference (AOPTK) (.14), abdominal skinfold 
(ANTRB) (.53),a thigh skinfold (ANNAT) (.54). The 
distribution of values deviates from a normal distribu-
tion (p) within: a thigh circumference (AONTK) (.02).

However, individual differences have contributed to 
have this distribution of variables and their homogeneity, 
but it can be concluded that all variables have a normal 
distribution and there are no variables that statistically 
deviate significantly from a normal distribution except 
the variable for evaluation of a thigh circumference (p= 
.018).This result is the most probably a consequence that 
there are individuals who have extremely low thigh val-
ues, since a minimal value is only 36 centimetres com-

Table 1. Central and dispersion parameters of anthropometric characteristics
of the girl examinees group 1 (55)

Variables X SD Min Max KV% Trust Interval Sk Ku p

ATEZT

AVIST

AOGRK

AONTK

AOPTK

ANTRB

ANNAT

575.58

1641.82

701.64

421.82

323.82

217.18

210.91

79.70

62.59

60.97

44.52

27.92

63.70

48.42

480.0

1490.0

600.0

360.0

290.0

105.0

120.0

910.0

1750.0

910.0

550.0

410.0

330.0

320.0

13.85

3.81

8.69

10.55

8.62

29.33

22.96

554.03

1624.89

685.15

409.78

316.27

199.96

197.82

597.13

1658.74

718.12

433.86

331.37

234.40

224.00

1.83

-.30

1.14

1.44

.94

.08

.19

4.67

-.70

1.98

1.66

.67

-1.12

-.79

.251

.915

.196

.018

.145

.533

.543

Table 2. Central and dispersive parametric of anthropometric characteristics
of the girl examinees of the group 2 (65)

Variable X SD Min Max KV%r Trust interval    Sk     Ku p
ATEZT

AVIST

AOGRK

AONTK

AOPTK

ANTRB

ANNAT

591.37

1642.31

696.85

414.85

324.92

225.69

232.08

86.09

78.51

54.81

43.17

32.31

53.37

51.11

400.0

1480.0

600.0

350.0

250.0

115.0

120.0

820.0

1840.0

840.0

520.0

420.0

390.0

340.0

14.56

4.78

7.86

10.41

9.94

23.65

22.02

570.03

1622.85

683.26

404.15

316.91

212.46

219.41

612.71

1661.77

710.43

425.55

332.93

238.92

244.74

.38

.24

.88

.62

.26

.08

-.27

.62

-.20

.81

-.47

.05

.27

-.43

.337

.445

.436

.144

.754

.987

.932
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pared to a maximal one that is 55 centimetres, and thus, 
the curve has been moved and it has brought not to have 
a normal distribution.   

When we analyse the results of the second, condi-
tionally called “a weaker group”, Table 2, it can be no-
ticed that the average values go towards expected limits 
for this gender and age, and they are very similar to the 
first group.

It can be noticed from the Table that there are great 
individual differences among the girl examinees in cer-
tain features, as within body height and body mass. 

The values of coefficient variation emphasise onto 
homogeneity of girl examinees per certain features, 
since the values are from 4% to 14%, except the vari-
ables for evaluation of subcutaneous adipose tissue, 
where the coefficient values are around 23%. 

Regardless of great individual differences and ho-
mogeneity of girl examinees, when certain anthropo-
metric parameters are under question, it can be seen that 
there are no variables that statistically depart from nor-
mal distribution by having the result analyse of Kolmog-
orov-Smirnov criterion.  

By the analyse of results of multi-variant variants 
analyse, Table 3, where the significance of differences 
has been presented, it can be seen that these two groups 
of girl examinees are not statistically different in the sys-
tem of applied variables (p= .122), but a distance can 
be drawn between these two groups with the increased 
risk of conclusion, based on the results of discriminative 
analyse (p=.079).

A starting unity, i.e. system of 7 characteristics, if 
it were reduced to the system of 6 characteristics where 
there would be differences and a limit among them, 
based on uni-variant analyse (ANOVA),it can be noted 
that there are differences in a thigh skinfold and this var-
iable makes the greatest difference between these two 
groups f girl examinees together with a thigh volume. 

It is needed to notice that a latent characteristic, the 
characteristic where a difference between groups have 
not been determined to which discriminative analyse has 
included it its structure, there is a significant difference 
in the latent characteristic within: a body mass (.303), a 
circumference of the thorax (.651),thigh volume (.387), 
a lower leg volume (.843), a stomach skinfold (.427).

It is the fact that p= .079 of discriminative analyse, 
and it means that there is a clearly defined limit between 
girl examinees, i.e. it is possible to determine character-
istics of each group compared to their anthropometric 
characteristics and this has been the research aim. 

In Table 5, the results of group characteristics have 
been shown and their homogeneity related to their an-
thropometric characteristics. 

The feature of each group defines a thigh skin-
fold since its contribution of characteristic features 
is 43.28%, then there are: a thigh volume (23.13%), a 
stomach skinfold (21.64%),a body mass (6.72%),a cir-
cumference of thorax (4.48%) and a lower leg volume 
(.75%).Homogeneity of the 1 group is 56.36%,and of 
the second group 2 is 60.00%.

The first group characterises the higher values of a 

thigh volume and a circumference of thorax that directs 
onto higher volume of the body, and the second group 
has higher values of skinfolds and body mass, and this 
shows that this group is more adipose of the first one. 
By the distance analyse, Table 6, it can be noticed it ex-

Table 3. The significance of differencesbetween girl
examinees groups relatedto their anthropometric

characteristics MANOVA)

Analyze n F p
MANOVA

Discriminative 

7

6

1.676

1.946

.122

.079

Table 4. The significance of group differences 
based on individual differences  (ANOVA)

Variable   F         p K.dsk

ATEZT

AVIST

AOGRK

AONTK

AOPTK

ANTRB

ANNAT

1.072

.001

.205

.755

.039

.634

5.361

.303

.970

.651

.387

.843

.427

.022

.009

.000

.006

.031

.001

.029

.058

Table 5. The characteristics and groups’
homogeneityof girl examinees related to

their anthropometriccharacteristics

Variable  Group 1 Group 2    dpr %

ANNAT

AONTK

ANTRB

ATEZT

AOGRK

AOPTK

Less 

Higher 

Less 

Less 

Higher 

Less 

Higher* 1

Less 

Higher 

Higher 

Less 

Higher 

43.284

23.134

21.642

6.716

4.478

.746
n/m

%

31/55

56.36

39/65

60.00

Table 6. The distance (Mahalanobisova) between girl 
examinees groups related to their
 anthropometric characteristics

Group Group 1 Group 2

Group 1

Group 2

   .00

   .64

   .64

   .00
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ists. 
It can be seen best from the graphs how groups look 

like when the variables with the highest discrimination 
coefficient are being analysed. 

190 200 210 220 230 240 250

400

410

420

430

440

1

2

NNAT

ONKT

Legend: group 1 (1); group 2 (2); a thigh skinfold (NNAT); a thigh 
volume (ONKT)
Graph 1. Ellipsis (trust interval) of girls examinees with
a thigh skinfold and a thigh volume

In Graph (1), the abscissa (horizontal axis) is a thigh 
skinfold (NNAT),and ordinate (vertical axis) is a thigh 
volume (ONKT).

It is possible to notice that a thigh skinfold of group 
1 has the smallest value of this parameter, and the highest 
value is within group 2. Regarding a thigh volume, the 
second group 2 has the smallest value, and the highest 
one has group 1.These results emphasise an assumption 
that the first group has more muscle tissue in a thigh, and 
less subcutaneous adipose tissue. It would be interesting 
to estimate a body mass index to determine a body com-
position of certain group, and this has not been done, 
since it exceeds the established research tasks.   
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Legend: group 1 (1); group 2 (2);a thigh skinfold (NNAT); a stomach 
skinfold (NTRB)

Graph 1. Ellipsis (trust interval) of girls examinees with
a thigh skinfold and a thigh volume

In Graph (2), the abscissa (horizontal axis) is a thigh 
skinfold (NNAT),and ordinate (vertical axis) is a stom-
ach skinfold (NTRB).

It is possible to notice that a stomach skinfold of the 
first group 1 has the smallest value of this parameter, 
and the highest value has group 2. The accomplished re-

sults confirm once again that the second group is more 
adipose since it has more subcutaneous adipose tissue.  
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Legend: group 1 (1); group 2 (2); a thigh volume (ONKT); a stom-
ach skinfold (NTRB)

Graph 3 Ellipsis (trust interval) of girl examinees with
 a thigh volume and a stomach skinfold

In Graph (3), abscissa (horizontal axis) is a thigh 
volume (ONKT), and ordinate (vertical axis) is a stom-
ach skinfold (NTRB).

Similar to what has been confirmed within a thigh 
volume, group 2 has smaller value compared to the first 
group, since it has a higher value (group 1). The same 
is within a stomach skinfold, since group 1 has smaller 
values of subcutaneous adipose tissue, while the second 
one has higher values, i.e. group 2.  

It would be interesting to estimate a body mass in-
dex to determine a body composition of a certain group, 
but it has not been done, since it exceeds the established 
research tasks, but it is evident that there are differences 
in body composition of these two groups, although they 
have been formed based on motoric criteria. 

CONCLUSION 
By the analyse of accomplished results in the sub-

sample of girls in the observed areas and based on two 
groups that have been formed per their motoric criteria, 
the first group has been “better” compared to the second 
one that has been called “a weaker one”, it could be seen 
that these two groups of girl examinees are not statisti-
cally different when anthropometric characteristics are 
being discussed, since in the system of anthropometric 
variables, they are not statistically different. However, in 
certain variables, these two groups are statistically dif-
ferent based on their uni-variant analyse and the second 
group is statistically more adipose, since they have, sta-
tistically observed, higher values of subcutaneous adi-
pose tissue in a stomach and thigh, with the distance of 
(.022). These characteristics have probably contributed 
to accomplish weaker results.  

Having reconsidered all previously stated, and 
based on the starting idea to see how it is possible to 
valuate results compared to educational standards, at the 
end of a primary school education, it can be concluded 
that anthropometric variables within this research have 
been taken as representative ones, and based on them, 

B. Pljakić et al.
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the laws of morphological structure and morphological 
development have been accomplished. The accompl-
sihed values hav been discussed where the stated data 
have confirmed this information. Through presented Ta-
bles and Graphs of manifested anthropometric variables, 
the values per certain characteristics have been shown 
individually, and it is evident that the average values are 
different to a certain degree.
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